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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study began with a desire t,o ascertain the nature and extent 
to which vocational agriculture departments.in Oklahoma located near 
agricultural experiment stations could profitably utilize these stations 
as a source of agricultural information in the teaching of all=day stu= 
dentso It is the purpose of this study to determine how facilities and 
personnel at one of these stations can best be utilized by vocational 
agriculture teachers as an aid in their teaching programo The investi= 
gator was particularly concerned as to how this might be accomplished 
through the media of field trips 9 laboratory studies~ and contacts with 
specialists in variou$ fields of agricultural experimentationo It was 
recognized that field trips and laboratory studies not onily create 
beneficial learning situations for students of vocational agriculture>' 
but also for the instructor 9 through the development of a better under= 
standing of farm problems common to the area o 
When students visit an experiment station and study the results of 
findings~ they not only see approved practices that are applied and more 
or less proven for the area>' but they obtain the assistance of people 
who are specialists in their respective fields of agricmltureo Boys 
enrolled in vocational agriculture can see firsthand the practicality of 
operations and are better motivated to carry these ideas and practices 
home to be applied on their home farmso While at the experimental farm 
l 
the student is of'ten challenged to use information to an advantage in 
developing his own supervised farm training program. 
2 
This writer also felt that such a study would also make the teacher 
of vocational agricml ture more aware of the agricultural problems in his 
comnru.nity, and improve his approach to the solutions of these problemso 
Statement of the Problem 
The general problem of this study was, 11 to determine the kinds of 
agricultural research information available to vocational agriculture 
students, and to determine the most effective way of presenting sueh 
information. 11 An attempt at a solution of each of the following sub-
sidiary problems was felt to be worth=while in solving the general prob-
lemg 
le What are the best techniques for arranging visits to the 
experiment station? 
2~ How can a determination be made of which of the station person= 
nel should be given major responsibility for presenting infor-
mation to the vocational agriculture students? 
3o What factors determine the most effective length to be given 
each field ttip period? 
4o What f~ctors determine the kind of supplementary printed infor= 
mation which should be furnished to vocational agriculture 
students? 
5o How can the teacher most effectively assemble agricultural 
research information suitable for presenting to all=day classes 
of vocational agriculture students? 
With a mor~ complete understanding of the above factors 9 the inves= 
tigator felt it should be easier to organize a continuous plan of oper= 
ation in laboratory and field work for vocational agriculture students 
in the Lone Grove High Schoolo 
Purpose of This Study 
The purpose of this study was to discover effective methods and 
find improved ways and means of utilizing agricultural research infor-
mation from an experiment station9 to create favorable learning sit-
uationsJ and to motiva,te students to apply improved practiceso 
A teacher of voc~tional agriculture is often confronted with the 
problem of how to most efficiently and effectively make use of field 
trips and labor&tory situationso Such problems are indicated as 
followsg 
le How many and under what conditions are field trips justified 
for the various classes? 
2o How often sh~uld students leave the classroom for field trips? 
3o Where should field trips be taken? 
The author desired to find some answers for the above questions in 
conducting this studyo There had arisen certain situations in which 9 
after a field trip 9 the vr.riter would ask himselt the question 9 1°Could I 
have taught the student more by remaining in the classroom?rn This study 
was designed to ascertain the extent to which field trips to nearby 
agricultural experiment stations might be of value in not only supple-
menting classroom inst,ructionj) but also in making certain teaching units 
more vital to the students and 9 consequently 9 make the learning more 
effeictiveo 
- _, .. / 
Limitations of the Study 
The author Fas fortunate in having access to» and assistance fromy 
the agricultural division of the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, Inco, 
which has been conducting an extensive agricultural research program. 
One of the five experimental stations operated by this foundation is 
located three mi'les north of Lone Grove and is 1 therefore~ easily 
accessible to classes of vocational agriculture in the Lone Grove 
Sit:3hooL 
4 
The agricu+tural research program of the Samuel Roberts Noble 
Foundation 9 Inco 9 has several objectiveso One of these objectives is to 
obtain information th~t can be used to solve many of the current soil 9 
cropy or livestock production problems in south central Oklahoma. A 
second objective is to anticipate future agronomic needs 9 and to set up 
experiments tha~ will supply essential data that can be used to answer 
these problemso 
While this study was undertaken primarily for the purpose of col= 
lecting and analyzing data in an effort to discover possible needs for 
field studies for all~day vocational agriculture students 9 it is recog= 
nized that few vocational agriculture departments in the State have such 
access to local expertment stationso However~ it is felt that many 
scihools may profitably develop programs in somewhat the same manner by 
using local farm,:s 9 loeal demonstration plots conducted by the chapter.9 
or by demonstration p+ots conducted by the Extension Service or other 
agricultural agencies" 
Due to the wide variation and continuous changes in conditions 9 
facilities 9 and methods, it is to be expected that other w~jor interests 
and problems will ariseo To this extent it should be recognized that 
the program as presented is admittedly somewhat limited in application9 
but it should prove flexible enough to allow the adaptation or addition 
of such methods and materials as may be deemed advisableo 
Methods of Procedure 
This study ;involved the collecting and analyzing of data 9 and the 
development of certain findings and conclusionso The study procedure 
included the following stepsg 
5 
L The head of ,he agrfoulture division of the Noble Foundation 
Experi~ent Station at Ardmore, Dro Horace Jo Harper, was con-
sulted as to the possibility of using the facilities of the 
experiment station for a series of field trips to be taken 
during the s~hool year by the vocational agriculture classes of 
the Lone Grove S ic:hool o 
2o Subject matter to be ic:overed 9 and proposed dates for the trips 
were selected and approved by the school administration and 
staff members of the experiment, station who were to be 
involvedo 
3o Certain selected related studies were reviewed to discover 
informcftion useful for developing and implementing the studyo 
4o Criteria were developed for an evaluation of the effectiveness 
of fie:j_d trips, and plans were made to imrolve the stu.dent;s in 
evalua t;ion pi·ocedures o 
Most of the field trips were held on sehedi,u.e 9 and an attempt 
was made to $valuate each of the trips takeno A test was pre-
pared and given the students to determine the extent of the 
knowledge which they had acquiredo 
66 Data were tabulated 9 analysis made)) and contllusions drawno 
76 Recommendations were made and a plan for the use of experiment 
station facilities on a continuous basis was developedo 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW, OF, !SEEEQTEil .LITERATURE 
According ~o Dro Horace Jo Harper, head of the agriculture divi-
sion of the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, Inca: 
Many agriculture experiment stations throughout the country spend 
millions of dollars each year on experimental work in all types of agri= 
culture. At present these stations are not being utilized to the full-
est extent by vocational agriculture teachers in their respective 
localitieso 
A partial explanation for the failure of vocational agriculture teachers 
to utilize these experiment stations may be the lack of understanding of 
the benefits to their students and themselves~ but also an equally 
important hindering factor which may be recognized is a lack of estab-
lished procedures for utilizing these stations and their studieso It is 
•. ~!" ,., , ..• 
hoped that this study will point out better ways and means whereby 
vocational agrioulture instructors can more completely and effectively 
utilize available agricultural research informationo 
Caldwe11l conducted a study for the purpose of determining the 
effectiveness of field crop demonstration plots as a teaching aid for 
high school students of vocational agriculture and adult farmers in 
Oklahoma. 
1Ralph Caldwell,, Jro? 11The Use of Field Crop Demonstration Plots 
as a Teaching Aid for Adult Farmers and High School Students of Voca= 
tional Agriculture in Oklahoma 9 11 (unpubo Masteris Report 9 Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 9 1956). 
7 
_/ 
Nine demonstration plots were selected) located in various parts of 
the State, in which similar types of demonstrations with field crops 
were conductedo One hundred and thirty-five all-day students and 90 
adult farmers living in the nine communities were interviewedy using an 
objective-type questionnaireo In addition, the teachers of vocational 
agriculture supervising the nine demonstration plots also served as 
sources of informationo 
Responses of the students showed that 66 of the 90 adult farmers 
and 112 of the 135 high school students interviewed recognized the 
demonstration plots as beneficial sources of information. Caldwell 
recommended that (1) a wide use be made of field crop demonstration 
plots as a teaching aidJ (2) the teacher make every effort to keep 
accurate records and have them available at all times~ (3) the planning 
of demonstration plots be definitely shared by the high school and/or 
adult farmer classesy and (4) the teacher of 'Vocational agriculture make 
every possible effort to assist both high school and adult farmer stu= 
dents to feel that the accomplishments are theirs 9 and not solely the 
result of individual effort on the part of the vocational agriculture 
teachero 
For maximum benefit 9 any field study should be carefully plannedo 
The more planningj) the better the field study can be carried outo This 
is particularly true of field studies on agriculture experiment sta= 
tions 9 in view of the great number of different types of projects and 
experimentation involvedo The author hopes to present several different 
approaches to determine how much preparation should be made before going 
on a field trip with a group of high s0hool boys o 
According to Phipps2, a field trip is one of the best devices to 
use in making the instruction effective because (1) it develops student 
interest~ (2) it provides opportunities for gaining new experiences and 
information, (3) it provides opportunities for further learning by 
classroom instructionJ and (4) it helps to develop understanding. 
9 
In additional discussion~ Phipps also surmnarizes the following con= 
clusions regarding field trips& 
1. A field trip needs to be carefully planned and suitable 
arrangements made in advanceo The instructor should contact 
the farmer 9 organ:izaM.on 9 or concerns where the trip will be 
taken and make the necessary arrangementso This may mean a 
personal trip by the teacher in advance of the instructionJ or 
it may be possible to make the arrangements by phone or lettero 
2o Before leaving on a trip 9 a discussion should be held with the 
students to consider the purpose of the trip 9 and what will be 
expected of themo 
Jo In so far as possible 1 field trips should be taken in seasonal 
sequence and in connection with problems being discussed at 
schoolo 
4, When school buses are available for field trips, they usually 
provide the most desirable type of transportationo In this way 
the students are kept togethero 
5. It is important to conduct a trip in a businesslike mannero 
The class should be conducted as a group from the time of 
leaving the school until their return to the schooL 
211.oyd J., Phippsy Handbook Qll T,§_aching Vocational Agriculturey 




60 The students who participate in field trips should discuss t,he 
trip as soon as possible after the trip is completedo In the 
discussion the trip should be summarized and appropriate con= 
clusions developedo 
7o Teaching on the farm during a farm visit should utilize the 
same general methods recommended for use in the classroomo 
The difference is that much of the teaching on the farm should 
develop out and be an extension of the teaching done in the 
classroom,, and vic:e versao Some problems encountered on the 
farm should be brought back to the classroom for more extensive 
considerationo 
Detailed steps of importance in planning for effective instruction 
through field trips are outlined by DaleJ as followsg 
L i!?reparationo 
156. 
A. Teacher preparationo 
lo Arrange through administrative department for consent to 
make trips including parental consent where necessaryo 
2o Make preliminary survey9 with listing of situations and 
points of interest 9 et@o 
3o Estimate length of time involved, also round trip 
schedule. 
4. Decide if entire class or select group should goo 
5 o Viake arrangement with school authorities and authorities 
at place of destinationo 
60 Plan transportation route in detail and arrange finaneingo 





Bo Pupil preparat,iono 
1. Arouse pupil interest in the projected field trip (by 
class talks9 photographs 9 etc.). 
2. Discuss in class the problems that the trip can help 
solveo 
3o Make clear to pupils the purpose of the trip. 
4o Develop background by consulting reference materialo 
5~ Work out for pupils the points to observe during field 
tripSo 
60 Set up with them st.andards for safety and behavioro 
7. Give to pupils any materials that they can use during 
trips. 
II., Actual Observationo 
A. Guide is to be given clear idea of the purpose of the trip 
(set of questions prepared jointly by teachers and pupils). 
Bo Pupils observe and hear the guides explanation. 
11 
C. Question per.tod in which individual questions from pupils are 
presented and answered by guide or teachero 
D~ Period for no,te taking and sketching by pupilso 
IIIo Follow Througho 
Ao Group discussion in classroom. 
1. Critical evaluation of the place visitedo 
2o Supplementing and correcting incomplete or hazy under= 
standing. 
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Bo Creative projectso 
lo Drawings 9 poems~ stories, constructions, bulletin board 
displays» diaries 9 etco 9 based on the tripo 
2., Writing a letter of thanks to the guideo 
Co Tests to determinei 
12 
lo Information gained 9 attitudes formed~ and generalizations 
Dio Reports from pupilso 
lo General reportsg the all=over subjecto 
2o Special f'eatures 9 reported by pupils to which these had 
been prevlously assignedo 
IVo Evaluating Before and Af'tero 
Ao Beforeo 
lo Is this destination the best ~hoice for this particular 
teaching purpose? 
2o What plans need to be made by teacher and pupils? 
Jo Is there reading material on this particular location? 
4" Is the time involved likely to prove worth the understand-
ing level? 
5o What relationship c;an this trip have with other pupil 
experiences? 
60 What emotional effects is the trip likely to have on the 
pupils? 
Bo Aftero 
lQ Did the trip serve the purpose? 
2a Were attitudes affected in the expected manner? 
Jo Did the trip stimulate the pupils into new activities? 
·.~ 
4o Did it denrelop in them a spirit of inquiry and curiosity? 
5o Has the t,rip had any final effect on the pupils u conduct 
and behavior'? 
Wa1149 afte1' studying the problem at some lengthy concludes that 
there are four major problems the teacher must consider if he is to 
succeed wlth field trips: 
L When and under what conditions should field trips be used in 
teaching? 
2,, What plan should he made for taking the field trips.~ including 
what is a good sit,uation to use the trip? 
3o What teaching ·techniques should be used on the 
4o How to evaluate the effectiveness of the t:r,ip? 
According to Mc:Kay ~ et al/5 ~ the use of real situations as seen on 
field trips should not be overlooked in the teaching of vocati.onal agri-
cultureo While a field trip might not be considered by some as visual 
aid, actually it is one of the best teaching aidso Trips should be 
planned in advanceo They are a waste of time unless definitely corre= 
lated with the course of study and the unit being studiedo An effective 
field trip has these characteristics: 
L The instructor is f"amiliar with the place visitedy and if a 
guide is not availabley is able to answer questionso 
2. Students are told in advance wri..at to look for and are :ready to 
ask questions o 
4Sta:nley Wa.11 9 '.T~ ~yticultural Educat,ion M,g_g~i.illh Volo 2/4. 
(February 9 1952) 9 p., 176. 
5ae::r.ald R. Mc:Kay 9 Milo J. Peterson 9 and B.. Wendt, Vitalizi.n_g 
{\gricultural Education ~1 Audio.0 Vi9-ua1 ill~ Published by National 
Agriculture Supply Gompany-NASCOy pp. 21-220 
3o Tliere are no discipline problems because the class is inter= 
ested in the tripo 
4o Work to be done during the trip is divided among committees~ 
each having a definite assignmento 
5o The chairman of each committee is responsible for a report to 
the class upon its returno 
In regard to drivers on field trips 9 Lofley-6 says that he began by 
listing all the drivers in his class and checked the list for adequate 
insurance coverage o All 11 j olopies II and low-insured cars were then 
scratched from his list. The revised list was presented to the princi-
pal who took up the matter with the school boardo Their approval of 
these student drivers for small trips made him feel better as the 
selection was not left entirely up to himo 
Hal!l~nds7 says that theory and practice should be bound together 
in learning if they are to contribute to each other--if they are to 
recur together., Agriculture properly taught is not practice without 
theory~ neither is it theory without practiceo The seeing of relation= 
ship is necessary in most learning; it makes the learning easierj and 
gives meaning to the thingo Attempted application of these principles 
gives emphasis to the fact that field trips are one of the most ben= 
eficial methods of teaching vocational agricultureo 
6cedric Ao Lofley, 11Planning Transportation for Field Trips 9 11 The 
Agricultural Education M_agazine 9 Vol~ 22 (September 9 1949) 9 Po 940 
7carsie Hammonds 1 ~eachlng Agr:iculture, 19500 
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CHAP'l1ER III 
DESCRIPTION OF LONE GROVE GOMMLfNITY AND THE 
LONE GROVI!,; AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMEl\l'.l: FARM 
There has been very Jitt,le history written on the Lone Grove com-
munityo In 19:56, Mrso Nina Youngjl a teacher in the Lone Grove 
who has taught in this school for a great number o:f' years, was 
asked to prepare a short history of the com.muni ty and school which will 
be used in a county history that is being wr:itt,en at the present timeo 
Mrso Young began her work by contacting older people of the community 
and gathering data.o Information was secu:red through personal inter'V'"'iews 
with early settlers as they :recalled pertinent incidents and reinembered 
stories as related by parentso This information was finally assimilated 
and a document preparedo This aµthor w:i.shes to tpank Mrso Young for her 
help and cooperation in preparing this reporto 
History of the Lone Grove Community and School 
In 1883 9 Co Co Price brough:t a colony of people from Texas" into 
the Chickasaw Nation to make a settlemento Th,e location was made se~.ren 
miles west; of what is now Ardmore, Oklahoma, After t,he homes w0re 
ba,l~ed · Lone Cedar, , put, for . 113 ome reason the :name was changed t¢ Lone . 
Grove by the Post Office Department, o From this post office the village 
15 
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soon added more stores, a wagon yard, drug store~ cotton gin 9 barber 
shop~ school and churcheso 
In 1887 a school building was erected in the north part of Lone 
Grove. This was a frame building, two stories high (the Masonic Lodge 
and Eastern Star Chapter used the second story). This building burned 
in 1909. 
16 
In 1904 another two story building was erected one block north of 
the present school. The top story was again used as a lodge hallo 
In 1910 a new building 9 a two story brick 9 was erected in the 
northeast part of towno This building was oc:cu.pied early in January1 
1911 for the first time and was used until 1929. 
In 192'7 the Blue Ribbon District was consolidated with Lone Grovei 
and with this movement came the use of sehool buses. Two buses were 
purchased. The building was again inadequate, and in 1929 a new 
building was erected on the present siteo 
In 1938 Bunker Hill Broadtree was consolidated with Lone Grove and 
with this move there was a need for more buildings, which consisted of a 
gymnasium that was completed i.n 19420 Another six classrooms were 
added in 1948 in addition to the vociational agriculture department. 
The first vocational agriculture instructor in the Lone Grove High 
School was Carroll Daroowo He taught for three years and was replaced 
by Paul Eo Mor:ris in 1952j who stayed five years and was replaced by the 
present teacher~ Robert H$ Harl 9 in 19560 
History of the Lone Grove Experiment Farm 
This author wishes to thank Dro Horace Jo Harper~ Head of the Agri= 
cultural Division of the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation9 Inco 9 for his 
-.. __ ,/ 
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kind efforts and guidance in the compilation and preparation of certain 
information contained in this reporto The following history of the Lone 
Grove Experiment Farm and was compiled from information supplied by 
Dro Harpero 
Experimental work was started on the Lone Grove farm in the spring 
of 1952 by the Agricultural Division of the Samuel Roberts Noble 
Foundation9 Inco~ in cooperation with the Oklahoma Agricultural Experi= 
ment Stationo This farm is one of three Foundation experimental farms 
which are being used to supply information needed to solve many of the 
agricultural produ~tion problems on spe1~ific land types in south central 
Oklahomao More than one=half of the formerly cultivated land on this 
farm had been abandoned because of sheet and gully erosion or low 
natural fertility when these experiments were startedo 
About one~half the land on the Lone Grove farm was covered with 
tall prairie grasses under virgin condit,ionso Soils of this type, 
called reddish prairie soilsy are found in nine 0ounties in south cen= 
tral Oklahomao The soils on the remaining portions of this farm were 
formed under a vegetative tGover of blackjack and post oak timbero These 
soils are typical of much of the sandy cross timber land occurring in 
14 re:oonties in south central Oklahoma o 
Seasonal variations in south central Oklahoma are great; conse-
quentlyJ the value of an experimental farm increases with time,, Average 
crop yields~ or average beef gainsj obtained from experiments over a 
peri.od · of' years provide a better basis for a~curate conclusions than 
results obtained for one or two seasonso Experimental data and obser-
vations made during the past four years are only an indication of the 
plant or aniwBl response that will be obtained on similar soils and 
. __ / 
18 
during seasons similar to those which have prevailed from 1952 to 1955, 
inclusive a 
Many crops and cropping sys·tems are being studied on the different 
soil types of this farm to determine the crop varieties that should be 
planted and the soil management that should be used for the optimum 
production of grain 9 forage 9 fiberj or pastureo All crops, or cropping 
systems 9 cannot be observed in a one=day visit to this farmo Conse= 
quentlyy a fall field day will be held to study the production of sor-
ghum, cotton, and summer forage crops and the condition of the vegeta-




PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA CONCERNING FIELD TRIPS 
TO THE LONE GROVE EXPERIM:-..NT FARM 
There has been much information written about field trips by var= 
ious authors from the standpoint of the teachersn views 9 but little 
investigation has been made regarding e:imluation from the standpoint of 
the studento This study points out that students do prefer field trips 
to other types of instruction9 and also 9 that the students included in 
the study did prefer additional instruction in order to get maximum 
benefit ou·l; of the .field t:ripo Students of vocational agriculture did 
prefer their vocational agriculture teacher over other personnel for 
conducting the field tripo This preference may be ascribed to several 
different reasons as is pointed out in this chaptero As to the number 
of field trips desired by students of vocational agrieulturej a majority 
of the students preferred taking field trips once a weeko The subject 
matter to be studied which was most desired was that most closely 
related to the students~ farming programso Livestock projects were pre-
ferred to crop projec:ts 9 which does not necessarily mean that they were 
not interested in crops~ but that they were more closely associated with 
livestock enterprises at homeo 
This study indicates that 9 to a point 9 as the number of visits or 
field "trips in(;)rease the learning likewise increaseso Therefore~ if 
field trips are carefully planned and carried out~ this can be one of 
the better instruments of learning to which a teacher may have aecesso 
19 
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In a letter written to the author in September, 1956~ Dr., Harper1 
enclosed a proposed agenda of suggested dates for a study of field pro-
jects on the Noble Foundation Lone Grove farm by vocational agriculture 
classes of the Lone Grove High School during the fall 9 winter, and 
spring of 1956-19570 Following is a portion of the letter written by 
Mre Bob Harl is teaching vocational agriculture in the Lone Grove· 
High SchooL He desires to use the Noble Foundation Lone Grove Farm as 
a field laboratory for his agricultural classes during the fallj winter~ 
and spring of 1956=19570 Suggested dates for a study of different 
experiment,al projects have been proposedo 
Each staf'f member will be the instruetor for the first class period 
which will begin about 8&30 a.,m., Printed material desc,ribing the pro-
ject and results obtained will be prepared for each study" Mro Harl 
will teach three other classes during that day9 using the material pro-
vided by the Noble Foundation staff for the first class periodo 
The following table oont,ains a schedule for this field study pr>C}= 
posed by p:roj e0t leaders with suggested dates and the t,opfos to be 
discusseso Mro Harl will review this material and decide what day would 
be preferred for each field trip and indicate any changes that he may 












Bill Van Arsdell 
Roy Ches smore 
Co Co Schaller 
Annual summer legumeso 
Gaur=sorghum silage experimento 
Perennial summer legumes. 
Filling of upright siloso 
Sudan breeding plots showing 
bagging 9 plant selection and 
observational plotso 
Effect of green manure crops and 
fertilizat:ion 9 Series 2100, 2200~ 
2.300 and 2600 ~ 
lnr. Horace Jo Harper~ Head of the Agricultural Division of the 
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Lyell Thompson 
Bill Van Arsdell 
Julius Reeves 
Julius Reeves 









c,. c .. Schaller 
Bill Van Arsdell 
Julius Reeves 
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Four grasses planted in 1955 and 
fertilized with nitrogen and phos-
phorus" 1956 grass plantingso 
See steers on feed at Lone Groveo 
Explanation of treatments 9 grades 1 
and weight of steerso 
Planting of fall grainsi oats~ 
wheat and barleyo 
Introducing winter legumes in 
established grasseso 
Check on progress of steers on 
feed at Lone Groveo 
Check growth and measure height of 
Elbon and Abruzzi ryeo 
Pecan harvest. 
Spraying sprouts for brush con-
trolo 
Check pastures which consist, of 
all season grazing; rye=vetch 9 
vetch=sudan 9 bermuda--veteho 
See steer calves for winteringo 
Fall forage production of small 
grain and vetch varieties" 
Using tree injector to kill trees. 
Reseeding sprayed areas with 
grasses and legumeso 
Effect of winter grazing on rye 
and vetch for seed productiono 
Small grain and vetch seed pr0= 
duction. 
Check on progress of calves on 
weighing dateo 
Check Elbon and Abruzzi rye plots 
after 100 pounds of ammonium 
nitrate has been applied in 
Februaryo 
March 3=7 James Gaylor 
Co Co Schaller 
James Gaylor 
March 24-28 Bill Van Arsdell 
April 1=5* Co Co Schaller 
April l='.5 Richard Bates 
April 1J=l 7* Co Co Schaller 
April 21=26* ,Julius Reeves 
May 1=15* Roy Chessmore 
May 2.=9* Ray Dyer 
May 11=15* Co C. Schaller 
Pastures in Luke-McCoy pecan 
orchard north of Ardmore. 
Effect of winter grazing on rye 
and -vetch for seed producrtion. 
Small grain and vetch for vetch 
seed production. 
Thinning and general management 
of pecanso 
See calves in pen before being 
turned to pastureo 
Green manure crops and cotton-
Series 9000 Vetch 9 green manure 
crops 9 and rye-Series 12000 
Vetchj green manure crops~ and 
rye~Series 2100y 2200, 2300 and 
2600. 
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Spring forage production of small 
grain and vetch varietieso 
Effect of winter grazing on rye 
and vetch for seed production. 
Small grain and vetch for vetch 
production. 
Method of planting Midland bermuda 
grass in spring of 19560 Alsoj 
check stand of grass planted in 
April, 1954 and Aprilj 19560 
Rye selection nursery and obser= 
vational nurseryo 
Inspection of growth in reseeded 
area and sprigged area. 
Oats and wheat=Series 600 and 700. 
Oats and clover=Series 1200. 
Effect of winter grazing on rye 
and vetch for seed production. 
Small grain and vetch for vetch 
seed production 
', _____ ./ 
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Name -· /iubject 
May .Jj=22* Richard Bates Early growth of warm season forage 
cropso 
James Gaylor Spraying pecan trees. 
1*Actual dates selected by the vocational agriculture instructor for 
field studies to the Lone Grove Experiment Farm for the year of 1956-
1957. 
A More Detailed Description of Two Selected Field Trips 
Presented on September 28~ 1956j to Mr. Bob Harl 1s 
Vocational Class of the Lone Grove High School 
Ob~ctives_g 
lo To measure the beef producing value of silage made from various 
small grain-vetch mixtures6 
2o To compare the beef gain of steers and the labor requirement 
for feeding small grain 9 vetch and sorghum silage from a tower silo and 
from a self=feeding bunker-type silo. 
Reasons for the Project~ 
Erratic rainfall combined with low winter temperatures frequently 
increases the need for supplemental feed on the average livestock farm 
in south central Oklahoma. Most of the hay made from the area is made 
from Johnson grass or native grasses and is low in protein contento 
Many grass-legume mixtures such as rye and vetch 9 which provide excel-
lent grazing during late winter and early spring cannot conveniently be 
made into hay without loss 0£ legume leaves which decrease the protein 
content of the hayo Recent studies have shown that silage high in pro-
tein content can be made from small grain-vetch or small grain-sweet 
clover mixtureo If a large acreage of high protein forage could be 
grown on farms in south central Oklahoma and made into silage, it should 
·\.. _ __ / 
- __ / 
greatly reduce the quantity of high protein feed which is purchased at 
the present time to winter beef cattle on these farmso 
Qb,iectiyes: 
Small Grain and Row Crop Variety Experiments 
in South Central Oklahoma 
Julius C., Reeves 
To compare the productive capacity of adapted varieties of small 
grain 9 including hard and soft winter wheaty winter barley, both fall 
and spring sown oatso 
Reason for Under~aking_,the Wo:rkg 
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The acreage of small grain in Carter County has been decreasing for 
several yearso Low acre yields are brought about by decli.ning soil fer-
tility and the lack of resistance of commonly planted varieties to 
disease and insect injury has been responsible for the decreaseo Winter 
small grain is not only an important source of grazing for livestock dur= 
ing the late fall and early spring 9 but also it provides an excellent 
companion crop for sweetclover and lespedezao More small grain should 
be grown on many farms to aid in the control of Johnsongrasso Summer 
tillage following small grain will destroy a high percentage of the 
Johnsongrass during an average seasono 
By testing each variety for several years 9 we will be able to find 
the better quality of each variety such as (1) higher and more stable 
grain yieldsi (2) grain with high test weight, desirable appearance; 
(3) disease resistance, (4) insect resistance; (5) winter hardiness; 
(6) drought and heat resistancei (?) resistance to lodging; (8) resist= 
ance to shatter:LDg$ and (9) value for pastureo Results from 1952=1956 
are given in the following tableg 
A Comparison of Two Field Trips Made to the 
Lone Grove Experiment Farm by Classes 
of the Lone Grove F.FoAo Chapter 
The two field trips that are being considered at this time as far 
as the boys' interest was concerned, were presented by Julius Reeves, 
Head of the Lone Grove Experiment Farmo Printed materials were given 
to each boy pertaining to the project being studied. One of the 
studies was on growing small grainsj and the other was on feeding 
silage to livestocko As will be pointed out later in the study~ boys 
did respond more to livestock practices; likewise in comparing these 
two studies, the boys responded more to the feeding of silage to live-
stocko There were many questions asked by the boys on this particular 
project. Some of them are as follows~ 
1. How many tons per a0re did the silage make? 
2e How many pounds per day will steers consume? 
.3n How high is this silage in protein? 
4a Do cattle gain better on silage than hay and other types of 
roughage? 
5@ Does feeding silage increase the daily rate of gain? 
6~ Why is silage more profitable than other types of roughage? 
7 o Could the average farmer raise silage and store it? Would it 
be too expensive? 
e. Which is the best 9 a trench or upright silo? 
9. What is the advantage of inslage silos? 
10. At, what moisture content is silage preserved best? 
llo How is silage preserved? 
When questions were asked on the test pertaining to livestock the 




During the field trip on small grains there were very few questions 
asked by the boys, and when the test was given over this project more 
questions were missed than on any other project. The following are some 
of the questions pertaining to small grainsz 
1. What type of small grains do better in this area? 
2o Do small grains do better when grown in combination with other 
crops? 
3o At what spacing should small grains be seeded? 
4o Which of the small grains are higher in disease and insect 
resistance? 
Which small grains are more winter hardy? 
How many months can small grains be grazed? 
The Local Teachersu Evaluation of 
Certain Selected Field Trips 
The following table presents teachers' evaluation of the six field 
trips taken by vocational agriculture classes to the Lone Grove experi~ 
ment farmo Included are evaluations of field trips with scores of the 
four highest and two lowest of 26 tabulated field trips~ 
TABLE I 
AN EVALUATION OF SIX SELECTED FIELD TRIPS TAKEN 
BY 1\LL=.DAY VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE GLASSES 
TO THE EXPERIMENT STATION FARM 
Maximum Scores for Field Tr~ 
Criteria or Points Number 
"Approved Practicesn Allowed 12 13 14 22 24 25 
~-
or Obj~ctives 
- l.;, purposes clear and 
definite 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 
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TABLE I=-Cont 0d 
Maximum Scores f' or Field Trin 
Criteria or Points Number 
'"Approved Practices 18 Allowed 12 13 14 22 24 25 
2o The subject matter covered 
was such as to provide 
answers to problems com= 
monly encountered in farm-
ing and ranching in the 
community. 10 10 8 10 10 10 
)o It was evident that stu= 
dents were oriented to the 
need for this trip espe-
cially in relation to 
supervised farm fractic~. 5 5 I+ 5 5 4 4 
4o Appropriate questions to be 
asked and observations to 
be made were developed with 
the class .. 5 5 4 5 5 J 
5. Responsibilities to be 
assumed by participants 
were discussed and dele= 
gatedo 5 5 5 5 5 J 
6. Specific directions were 
developed for all phases of 
the tripo 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
7 .. Preliminary arrangements 
were made at the farm or 
other places visitedo 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
80 Arrangements for transpor-
tation were ©arefully madeo 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
9., Proper arrangements were 
made with the school admin= 
istration and school staff., 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
· 0 onduct of the Tr.in 
10c Student responsibility was . 
assumed as planned 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
llo A high degree of interest 
was shown throughout the 
trip,, 10 10 9 10 10 10 7 
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TABLE I--Cont 0d 
Maximum Scores for Field Tri:g 
Criteria or Points Number 
11 Approved Practices n Allowed 12 13 14 22 24 25 
12c Student participation was 
in keeping with the nature 
of the trip. 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1.30 The level of presentation 
was appropriate to the past 
experience and the ma:turity 
of the studentso 10 10 9 10 10 10 7 
l4o The techniques of presen= 
tation were such as to pro-
vi.~e for maximum appeal to 
the studentso 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
150 Students made appropriate 
notations and obse:rvationso 5 4 2 5 4 4 2 
16. Proper courtesies were 
extended to the persons at 
the place visited. 5 5 5 5 5 5 
17 0 The time schedule was kept 
as plannedo 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Outcomes and Results 
180 The students participated 
in evaluating the trip. 5 5 5 5 3 1,,. 4 
19. The students participated 
in summarizing the trip and 
drawing appropriate con-
clusionso 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 
20,, This field trip contrib= 
uted significantly to pro= 
grams of supervised farm 
practice 9 through the 
development of necessary 
skills9 understanding9 
approved practices, aware-
ness of new problems 9 or 
1-
15 14 14 15 15 15 15 oroadened program. 
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Maximum Scores for Field Tri:12 
Criteria or Points Number 
11A pproved Practices 11 Allowed 12 13 14 22 24 25 
21., New interests resulting 
from th:i.s trip were in 
evidence through infor= 
mational comments 9 
extended reading 9 and con-
tributions :Ln agrfoul ture 
and other 1Glasses o 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 
22. The students showed growth 
in ability to plan for and 
participate in later field 
tripso 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Tota.ls 150 146 138 148 146 146 130 
----~--
In ma.king a comparison of these six field trips 9 it was discovered 
that there was very 1:ittle variation in the score of field trips 12,, 149 
229 and 240 However 9 the scores of field trips 13 and 25 were consider= 
ably lower; this possibly could be due to the following factors~ 
(1) lack of complete preparation9 (2) failure to hold an adequate dis= 
cussion in class before the field trip so students could consider the 
purpose of the trip and the subject matter to be covered9 (3) lack of 
sufficient interest on behalf of the student with regard to the subject 
matter covered; (4) failure to complete sufficient background study to 
provide for comprehension of subject matter3 (5) lack of experience on 
behalf of the students with regard to taking notes 9 and in drawing con= 
clusionsi and (6) restlessness on part of students 9 due to the nearness 




RESPONSES OF FORTY~EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD 
TO TYPE OF INSTRUCTION PREFERRED 
Type of 
Instruction Number Students Indicating All Classes 
Preferred Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen Noo gPercent 
Field trip 3 5 11 9 28 58.3 
Classroom 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Film strip l 0 3 3 7 14.,5 
Motion picture 2 5 2 4 13 27 .. 2 
Conference 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 6 10 16 16 48 100.,0 
~~ 
Data as presented in Table II indicates that the majority9 58;'3 
per((;;ent 9 of the students enrolled in vocational agriculture in the Lone 
Grove High School preferred field trips to other types of instruction. 
Thirteen students, or 27.2 percentj indi0ated preference for motion 
pictures, while four students, or 14.5 percent, preferred film strips., 
Combining motion pictures and film strips would indicate that 41.7 per= 
cent of the students gave first preference to audio=visual aids. This 
would indicate that the students prefer the type of instruction where 
they can see the actual practi@es in useo 
Motivation is what every good teacher strives foro The more 
rapidity with which the point of highest interest can be reached in a 
learning situation» the more effe~tively will the student learno 
\.,_..,,, 
It is quite possible that many times while the use of charts, 
pictures, and visual aids are somewhat effective, the student prefers to 
see the actual practice applied o The use of this method whereby the 
students can actually see what the teacher has reference to while teach~ 
ing, is effective because a higher degree interest is maintained and 
the understanding is, therefore, accelerated. 
'I'A.BLE 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-,,EIGH'r VOCltrIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO THE 
NATURE AND EX'l'EWr OF INSTRUCTIONAL REVIEW 
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It is almost a. universal admpnition from those who would give 
directions for taking field trips that reviews be used to facilitate 
learningo The findings shown in Table III should prove quite signif-
icant in the fact that students, or 62o5 percent of those enrolh3d :Ln 
vocational agricu1ture in the Lone Grove High School, preferred r,~,~Tiew=, 
ing the material before taki.ng the field tripo Fourteen, or 290 2 r,-er= 
cent of the students preferred a review of literature before and after 
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the field tripo Only four students 9 or Bo.3 percent of the students 9 
preferred no instructiono 
This survey points out that 9lo 7 percent of the students did prefer 
additional instruetion on the subject to be studied on the field tripo 
Therefore 9 before or after a field trip to secure a maximum benefit~ an 
organized plan would seem advisableo As with other learning activity? 
the event should be planned in ad-vance and careful consideration given 
to every aspect of the field trip o 
Only Bo3 percent of the students did not prefer any additional 
instru10tiono These students are perhaps ones that should be in some 
©las~ other t,han agriculture )I where their interest might be higher and 
they would get more benefit out of sehooL 
TABLE IV 
RESPONSES OF FORTY=EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO 
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It was generally the prae;tice that one of the specialists at the 
experiment station would have charge of the instruction during the first 
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hour which the students were at the stationo The regular teacher of 
vocational agriculture quite often would teach the same lesson to the 
succeeding groups which were broug~t to the station later in the dayo 
Oecasionallyy however, the specialist would continue to teach the lesson 
to each group throughout the day, and so students had an opportunity to 
compare their teacher with other individuals who presented the lessonu 
Table IV presents the fact that the majorityj 35 students or 73 
percent 9 preferred the vocational agriculture instructor to conduct the 
lesson as presented on the field tripso Thirteen students, or 27 per-
cent9 did indicate that they preferred another instructor to their 
regul~r teachero The fact is shown in Table III that students preferred 
reviews in connect.ion with field tripso A teacher of vocational agri-
culture has these boys in class and can render this additional instruc-
tion to his studentso He thus has opportunity to give initial 
instruction regarding the problem or unit. 
We ~armot overlook the fact 9 however, that su?h:::l?pec_ialists:are;,pe~,. 
haps better qualified in their respective field of work 9 and can render 
a more thorough job of teaching if they had the time to spend 9 and were 
more acquainted with the individual needs of the studentso However, 
they may present the subject matter at a higher level than is readily 
understood by high school studentso 
One of the biggest ways the specialist can help in teaching 
vocational agriculture is by providing the instructor with a better 
understanding of the problem being studiedo Many times a specialist 
conducting an experiment is somewhat advanced in his thinking as com= 
pared to the level of the high school studento If he has not had 
experience in teaching high school studentsj he may experience 
'--- / 
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ditfi~u.lty0 1n. simplifying subject.::..m.attel" .to;l the ex:t;ent~ ne.ce:ss,ry_:j;_o· 
'maintain a high degree of interest,; 
Another factor which perhaps greatly cont~ibutes to the fact that 
the r.Gaj ori ty of' students prefer the instructor~ is the fact that the 
student is more familiar with the instru~tor, whereas the specialist 
does not have the opportunity for this close contacto 
TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF FORTY=EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
. IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO 
Frequerwy 
Preferred 
One each week 
One each two 
weeka 
One ea©h month 
Two ea.oh week 
Totals 
HOW OFTEN FIELD TRIPS SHOULD BE TAKEN 
~~~en~ In<tfoating _ All Class~ 
Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen NoogPercent 
4 6 9 13 32 66 .. 6 
0 3 0 0 3 6 .. 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 l 7 3 1:i 27.,2 ---~~~ . .,_,___....,.,,,.,.,, = ,nrrnrr::xp·~~ OT ·===-~.::a:;=t 
6 10 16 16 48 lOOoO 
Two=thirds of the students enrolled in vocational agriculture in 
"the the Lone Grove High School indicated that they preferred taking 
field trips once each weeko As can be seen by referring to Table Vj 13 
preferred taking field trips once ea.ch two weeks 9 while three 9 or 6 per= 
eent 9 preferred two field trips each yreeka Findings as presented in 
this table are in agreemen·t, with those presented in Table II in that 
boys enrolled in vo©ational agriculture in the Lone Grove High S~hool 
prefer well pla.n:n.ed field trips with additional instru.©tiono 
',--.._/ 
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Field trips need rrru.ch more planning than just saying that today the 
group is going on a field trip, and sometimes too many trips may be more 
harmful, as far as future learning is concerned, than not having enougho 
By going on field trips too often the student has a tendency of wanting 
to go just to get away from school and study, and then again, by not 
having anyj or often enough 9 the student may get bored with class 
routineo Thereforej each field trip should be planned not only on 
seasonal sequence, but also as to how often they should be takeno 
The field trip is very worth-while and educational and, therefore, 
a value to the student~ and is a supplement to your teaching programo 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS IN 
T.B]rLONE GROVE IllGH':,:SCHOOL -WITH REG'ruip TO; INTEREST .. SHOWN 
IN THE TYPE OF ENTERPRISE OR PROJECT CONDUCTED 
ON THE LONE GROVE EXPERIMENT FARM 
Number Students Indicati!l{L All Classes 
Enterprise Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen No., g Percent 
Annual sunmer 
legumes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Perennial sum-
mer legumes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Silage 1 3 5 4 13 27,,2 
Crop breeding 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Green manure 
fert.ilizat ion 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Feeding steers l 0 3 5 9 18 .. 4 
Winter pasture 1 2 l 0 4 s'~4 
Winter legumes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pecans 1 2 1 0 4 8.,4 
Brush control 2 3 5 5 15 JloJ 
Planting ber= 
mud$. grass 0 0 l 2 3 6oJ 
Totals 6 10 16 16 48 10000 
___ ,. 
Data as shown :1.n 'l'able VI presents the fm::t that as far as a pref~ 
erence for subject niat,ter or enterprises a.re concerned, the majority of 
the students preferred those enterprises or pro,jects that were more 
adaptable to their home farm and to their ectso Brush control 
polled 15 students, or 3L 3 pe1•cent0 Growing and storing silage had the 
interest of 13 student8J ur .2 Ni:r1e students, or 11304 per-
cent, were interested in ff36ding :m~actic8s, while winter pastures and 
pecans had four students; o:e 804 percmnto 'I'hree~ or 6.3 percent, were 
interested in planting bermuda grassy while no interest was ind::l.catad in 
a?mual summer legumes, peri,mniaJ surrm1er legumes, crop breeding, winter 
legumes, and green manure fertilizationo 
One of the admitted weaknesses of the study at this po:1nt was that 
in checking preferences, the students were given only one choice o '.!.'his 
does not necessarily mean that the st,udents have no interest in summer 
legumes, perennial summer 1egumes, crop breeding, winter legumes, and 
green manure fertilizatior1o It just points out that the students are 
more interested in brush control, silage~ and feeding livestocko The 
table does not intend to show that livestock enterprises are more lmpor~ 
tant than c:rop enterprises, it just merely shows that their interest is 
higher in those respec:tbre <.';mterp:riseso Ge:rtainly anyone knows that 
crops are essential to any agriculture prog:ram 9 and without them other 
enterprises would be hopelesso 
As evidenced by :rable VI 9 the majority of the Btudents enrolled :!'.n 
vocational agriculture preferred H:vestock enterprises to crop enter,, 
prises o A part o±~ this :is contributed to the fact that the larger 1:i:rcb 
portion of' the farming in this area depends upon livestock product,ion. 
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TABLE VII 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS IN 





IN CROP AND LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES 
NUJnber Students Indicating 

















83 .. 3 
16o7 
lOOoO 
Forty students Y or 8Jo .3 percent,, preferred livestock to eight students J 
or 16.,7 percent,, preferring c:ropso 
Livestock enterprises are dependent upon crop enterprises==they 
work hand in hando However, students on a high school level sometimes 
fail to see the importance of crop productiono 
The average boy enrolled in vocational agriculture has had more 
experience in feeding livestock than they have had with crop produc:tiono 
Most of the parents of the students enrolled in vocational agriculture 
work part time along with their farming,, and this could also be a eon= 
tributing factor as to their ~hoi©e of livestoeko 
Spring pastures held the highest interest to the students enrolled 
in vocational agriculture 9 as in evidence by Table VIII with 16 st'bl= 
' 
dentsy or 33o3 percent~ preferring themo This spring was an exceptional 
year for spring pastures~ due to the moisture that we had the early pa.rt 
of the yeary and this could have been a determining factor in the stu= 
dents~., preference~ Fifteen students, or JLJ percent 9 showed more 
interest in winter past~eso Again th~ interest shown here could be due 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-EIGHT VOOATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO THE TYPE 
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2 3 9 
3 4 15 
6 6 16 
Summer 
pastures 0 0 5 3 8 16.7 
Totals 6 10 16 16 48 __ ....,. __ 
to the exceptionally good winter pastures in 1956. Nine students~ o~ 
18~7 percent 1 showed more interest in fall pastures, while eight stu-
dents, or l6~7 percentJ were interested in summer pa.stureso 
Irr: ,-=i 
As far as comparing one pasture with another, Table VIII may not be 
a good measureo One of the reasons would be that the students of voca= 
tional agriculture did not see all of these pastures. They saw only the 
ones that were growing while school was in session; thereforej the table 
reflects th.at there was more interest in winter and spring pastures 9 as 
those are the ones that they observed through the growing seasonso The 
fall and summer pastures received less attention by the students as they 
were observed less than the spring and winter pastureso 
Clearing timber by airplane was the most popular method indicated 
by the students as shown in Table IXo Seventeen of the studentsJ or 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSES OF FORTY-EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO INTEREST 
SHOWN IN THE METHOD OF CLEARING TIMBER 
Method of 
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Clearing Number Students Indicating All Classes 
Timber Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen\ Noo gPercent 
Airplane 2 2 3 10 17 35.,4 
Tree injee-
tio11 2 2 6 4 14 29 .. 2 
Bulldozer l 4 4 2 11 22o9 
Hand spray 1 2 3 0 6 12.,5 
Axe 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-~-
Totals 6 10 16 16 10000 
35 .. 4 percent 9 preferred this method.. The tree injector method was next 
in interest, with 14 students 9 or 29.,2 percentt checking this column., 
The bulldozer method shows 11 students 9 or 23 percent, interestedo Six 
students, or 12.,5 per@ent 9 Clheeked the hand spraying method 9 with one 
checking the axe methodo This survey parallels closely with the find= 
ings at the Lone Grove experiment farm as to the best 9 and cheapest 
methody with more labor saved per acre of timber clearedo 
There was mu~h interest shown by the students in this particular 
enterprise 9 possibly due to the fact that around Lone Grove the larger 
proportion of the land is timbered~ and there is a great need for this 
type of farm improvement to put the land back into better. productiono 
The airplane and tree injector methods were the two of greatest inter= 
est to the studentso The big difference in these methods would be the 
/ 
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amount of labor involved. If a farmer or boy had an access of time and 
were not working outside the farm.9 the tree injector would be the best 
method, otherwisej the airplane spray method would be. 
TABLE X 
RESPONSES OF FCRTY-EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO INTEREST 
IN LIVESTOCK PRACTICES USED AT THE LONE GROVE FARM 
Livesto,ek Number Student,s Indicating_ All Classes 
Pra0tfoes Seniors ,Tu.niors Sophomores Freshmen NoegPercent 
=:=;.-..:......,,......,-,-->===~ --~ 
Dey lot feed-
ing l 2 2 4 9 18o7 
Feeding silage 2 4 4 2 12 25o0 
Pastures l 2 6 4 13 27ol 
Stilbestrol 2 2 4 6 14 29 .. 2 
Totals 6 10 16 16 48 100.0 
The feed experiment of stilbestrol won over pastures by a small 
margin of preference by students of vocational agriculture as presented 
in Table X. Fourteen students~ or 29.2 percent 9 checked stilbestrol 9 
while 13 students, or 27.1 percent, checked pastures. Silage was next~ 
w.ith 12 students 9 or 25 percent)) preferring this type of practice, and 
dry lot feeding was las·i:;, with nine studi:mts;, or 18.7 percenty checking 
this column. 
The interest shown in feeding stilbest,rol to steers could be~ in 
-part Y due to the faet that in the students I feeding program at home th,ey .. ·.· 
used antibiotics in their feed and received a good response from ito As 
a. result, they were interes·ted in what effect this would have upon the 
\ 
,____/ 
steers. They also received good response from pastures in their project 
worko Economical gain, health sanitation, worm control, and other 
advantages were derived from good pastures; therefore, they were better 
acquainted with this practice than they were with silage and dry lot 
feeding. 
TABLE XI 
RESPONSES OF FCRTY-EIGHT VCCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS 
IN THE LONE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL WITH REGARD TO 
INTEREST SHOWN IN CROP PRODUCTION 
Type of Crop Number Students Indicating All Classes 
Production Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen No. :Percent 
............. 
Annual summer 
legumes l 2 3 l 7 1406 
Auar-sor ghum 
silage 3 5 9 4 21 43.8 
Perennial sum-
mer legumes 0 1 3 1 5 10.4 
Sudan grass 0 l 0 3 4 8oJ 
Fall grains, 
oats)) wheat, 
and barley 2 1 1 7 11 22.9 
Row crops 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 6 10 16 16 100.0 
Presented in Table XI is the fact that the main interest is in 
growing sorghum for silagej with 21 students, or 4308 percentjl pre-
ferring this type of crop productiono Small grains were next with 11 
students, or 22.9 percentJ checking this column. The next in preference 
was summer legumes with seven students checking this enterprise, or 14.6 
-._____) 
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percento Five students, or 10o4 percentj checked perennial summer 
legumes, while four students, or 803 percent, checked sudan grasso This 
survey showed that there was no interest in row crops. 
Table XI conflicts wi~h Table VI. Table VI shows that there was no 
interest in annual summer legumes or perennial sunnner legumesj whereas 
Table XI shows that there was some interest in these legumes. The 
reason for this difference is that the student had only one choice in 
Table VIo They wereg feeding steers 9 pecan production 9 and planting 
bermuda~ These were not included in Table XI. 
TABLE XII 
RESPONSES OF FORTY=EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS IN THE 








ON FIELD TRIPS TO THE LONE GROVE EXPERIMENT FARM 
Number Students Indicating_ 
















The fact that the more field trips taken to an experiment farm the 
higher the students grades Y is presented in Table XIlo .. There were l,J5 
students enrolled in vocational agriculture that took the field trips. 
Some of the students visited the farm more often than othersJ therefore 
had a more thorough study of the farmo All of the boys were introduced 
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to all of the projects carried out on the farmo The Noble Foundation 
sponsored an all-day field trip whereby the entire farm was under obser-
vation by all of the students; therefore, they all had some instruction 
as to what was on the farmo A test of 50 questions was prepared and 
presented to the students, and the results tested and graded. The 
senior class had an average grade of 86 and had visited the farm 23 
times. The junior class had an average grade of 77 and visited the farm 
19 timeso The sophomore class had an average grade of 65 and had 
visited the farm 14 times. The freshman class had an average grade of 
51 with a total number of eight visits. 
This table shows that as the visits decreased, likewise, the grade 
decreasedo Therefore, repetition in teaching is often helpful i~ doing 
a more thorough job of teaching high school students. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study has aided the author to better understand the problems 
that arise in sponsoring field trips for all-day students of vocational 
agriculture. The information gathered will aid in building a better 
teaching plan for instructing all=day studentso 
Method 
A survey was taken with 48 students of the Lone Grove vocational 
agriculture cl~sses participating to obtain detailed and accurate knowl-
edge of the needs and interests of the students pertaining to field 
trips., 
Summary 
Findings and Interpretations 
It was found that 58.3 percent of the students enrolled in voca= 
tional agriculture preferred field trips to all other types of instruc-
tion, contrasted with 27o2 percent of the students who preferred motion 
picturesj and 14o5 percent preferring film strips. There was no 
indication of first preference for other methods of instruction such as 
conferences and classroom instruction. Thereforej this survey would 
seem to show that visual-aid type of instruction was preferred to all 
other types of instructionq 
44 
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It was found that 620 5 perrt1ent of th(~ students enrolled in voca-
tional agriculture desired to review material before the field t:ripo It 
was found that 29o2 percent of the students desired re"Viewing material 
before and after field trips o No additional :instruction was the pref-
erence of 803 percent of the studentso 
Of the 48 students e:nro11ed in voeoational agriculture, 73 percent 
preferred the vocational agrfouli·,uJ~e instructor to outside instructors, 
while percen·!; p:ref'er:red the outside instruc:to1"So 
It was interesting to note that 6606 percent of the students pre= 
ferred one field 'trip each week j) while 27 o 2 percl~nt preferred two field 
trips each weeko Once eaic3h two weeks '!..fas the p:refere1we 6" 2 
of the students, while there 1;,rern no stu.dents interested in limiting 
field trips to once a montho 
With regard to major interests, .it was found that, 3L3 percent, of 
the students were interested in b:ru.sh 13ontrol j 2:7 o 2 percent in feeding 
silage 9 and 18o4 percent indicated major interest in feeding steerso 
Winter pastures were the preference of 804 percent of the stude:ntso 
Also~ pecan production interested 804 percent of the studentso Planting 
bermuda grass was the preference of" 6 a J percent of the students, while 
no individual indicated major interest in winter legumes, crop breedingJ 
perennial summer legumes, annual summer legumes, and green wanure crops o 
The fact that livestock is the main enterprise in the Lone Grove 
community may have been a 0ontributing factor in the survey results 
wh:tch showed 83o3 percent, of the boys prefe:r0ring livestock production,, 
as contrasted to 16o'7 percent preferring crop productiono 
There was more interest shown in spring and winter pasturesj with 
.33~3 percent of the students preferring sp:ring 9 and o3 percent 
, ____ _,/ 
I' __ / 
', ___ / 
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preferring winter pastures as a major interest in this area. Fall pas-
tures had the interest of 18.7 percent of the students, while 16.7 per-
cent were interested in summer pastures. 
Aetual observationy and the resultsj of all types of methods of 
clearing timber by the Noble Foundation was a contributing factor in 
regard to the studentsi interest in this survey. The airplane spray 
method was preferred by 35.4 percent of the students, while 29u2 percent 
) 
preferred the tree injector method. The bulldozer method was the,pre.f:= 
_erence of 22.9. perGemt,jl ___ whil~ 120 5 p~~Clent- preferred. _the hapq spray 
method. No interest was shown in regard to the axe methodo 
The greatest amount of interest in regard to livestock feeding 
practices, wa,s shown in the use of stilbestrol, with 29o2 percent pre-
ferring this practice. Pastures was a close second preference 9 with 
27 percent interested in this enterprisey while 25 percent of the stu= 
dents preferred feeding silage l) and 180 7 percent preferred dry lot 
feedingo 
Wit];). regard to major interests in the field of crop production, the 
survey shows that 4308 percent of the students preferred silage 9 while 
22o9 percent of the students were interested in small grains 9 and 1406 
percent interested in summer legumes.o Berennial summer legumes was the 
major interest of 10o4 percent of the students 9 while 803 percent pre= 
ferred sudan grass~ and no major interest shown in row cropso 
The students were tested on the material covered on their field 
tripsj and the survey shows that the seniors had an average grade of 86 
after 23 visits to the experiment farmo This grade compares with that 
of the juniors, who had an average grade of 77 with 19 visits~ while the 
sophomores 0 average grade was 65 after 14 visits to the farmo The 
j 
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freshmen had an average grade of 51 after eight visits to the experiment 
farmo 
~mmendations for Further Study 
In preparing the questionnaire for the students in the Lone Grove 
vocational agriculture classes, they only had one choice as to prefer-
ence to type of project or enterprise preferredo This author thinks 
that it would have been more satisfactory if the students could have had 
a first, second, and third choice, due to the fact that some of the 
tables conflict when some proje~ts are compared to other projects, such 
as crops to livestocko But when crops are compared to cropsj the tables 
do show the boys 0 interesto Therefore~ if they did have more than one 
choice 9 the tables would show their secondary interests 9 and the find-
ings would then be a mo.:re satisfact9ry indicator of broader student 
interesto 
Where the students had a choice of instructors, there should have 
been a choice of the vocational agriculture instructor and the staff 
members combinedo This author feels that the students would have pre= 
ferred this choiceo 
A very important fact that is brought out in this report is that 
when scheduling field tripsJ the students should be prepared over a long 
period of time. Some subject matter that is studied in the field needs 
considerable preparation in order that the student can get the maximum 
benefit out of the field trip. This type of planning would also avoid 
duplication in subject mattero 
Another recommendation this author feels would be of interest is to 
invite other agriculture departments to participate in some of the field 




Also, careful consideration should be given to the length of the 
field trip in order to avoid conflict with the school system. Also, 
transportation should be arranged with the school administration in 
advance in order to avoid any dispute with school authorities. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following concl~sions and recommendations are presented in 
summarized fornu 
I. The facilities of the agriculture experiment station constitutes a 
very valuable source of information for teaching vocational agri-
culture., 
IIo The interest of the students can be maintained at a very high 
level through the use of well planned field studies conducted on 
\ ____ __J the experiment station~ 
IIL To make the most effective use of the station personnel, the 
teacher should visit with the person to be in charge previous to 
the time when the field trip is taken. The teacher can then share 
with the station specialist with the actual instruction, and the 
station specialist can take the role of a re~ource person, rather 
than having complete responsibility for the \nstruction to be 
given in any one periodo 
IV. Th~ teacher should make careful preparation for the trip, and 
should familiarize the student in every way possible with the 
problems which are to be considered. The teacher should also feel 
responsible for helping the student in recognizing the full 
nature and extent of the problem, or problems, which are to be 
., 
/ 
considered for each individual field tripo Only in problem 
solving can the most effective learning take placeo 
Vo The teacher should attempt to help the student in every way pos-
sible to think in terms of their own farm situation, particularly 
in terms of their own farming programo 
VI. It is also recommended that after each field trip each student be 
asked to present certain questions which he feels were the most 
important findings of each sessiono These questions could be used 
to make up the examination which might be given at a later dateo 
VIIo From two to three periods should be spent in an evaluation summary 
after each field trip takeno 
A FOUR YEAR SCHEDULE OF FIELD TRIPS TO AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT FARMS 
FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENI'S 
Month Freshmen 
Septo Guar=sorghum silage 
experimento Filling 
upright silos o 
Octo Explanation of treat= 
mentsj gradesj and 
weights of steerso 
Nov., Check on progress of 
steers on feed at 
Lone Grove .. 
Dec. Spray sprouts for 
brush controL 
Jan. . UBing tree inJectoT 
to kill trees. 
Feb. , Reseeding spray~ . 
, .~,ieas wfth'.!?'J;'i;is~es'' -
arid legumes: · .~,, 
S012.homores 
Filling upright siloso 
Sudan preeding plots 
Planting of fall. 
grains 1 oats 1 wheat$ 
and barley. 
Check on progress of 
steers on feed at 
Lone Grove., 
See steer calves for 
wintering. 
Usingtree injee:tor 
to kill trees. 
Effect of winter 
'graz'ing .··on. rye .an~ 
vetcn for se'ed pr'oolic= 
tiono Small grain and 





legumes in establisb~d 
grasses. 
Check on progress of 
steers on feed at 
Lone Grove .. 
Spray sprouts for 
brush control. Fall 
forage production of 
small grain and vetch 
varieties. 
Using ·i.I'ee cinje~tol' 
to kill treeso 
Cheek on progress of 





Four grasses planted in 
and fertilized with 
nitrogen and phosphorus~ 
Grass planting. 
Cheek on progress of 
steers on feed at Lone 
Grove. Check growth and 
measure height of Elbon 
and Abruzzi ryf!. 
Pecan harvest. Check 
pastures which consist 
of all-season grazing, 
rye-vetch 9 vetch-sudanj 
bermuda-vetch. 
Using tree injector to 
kill trees. 
Check on progress of 




March Thinning and general 
management of pecanso 
April Method of planting 
bermuda grass. 
May Spraying pecan treeso 
\\c 
A FOUR YEAR SCHEDULE-=Cont 1d 
Sophomores Juniors Seniors 
See calves in pens 
before being turned to 
pastureo 
Effect of winter -
grazing on rye and 





Effect of winter 
grazing on rye and 
vetch for seed pr0= 
duction. Small grain 
and vetch for vetch 
seed production. 
Spring forage produc= 
tion of small grain 
and vetch varieties. 
In~pectioµ of growth 
in reseeded area and 
sprigged area. 
Thinning and general 
management of pecans. 
See calves in pens 
before being turned to 
pasture. 
Green manure crops. 
Effect of winter grazing 
on rye and vetch for 
seed productiono Early 
growth of warm season 
forage crops. 
~ 
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ATTENDANCE REPORT OF THE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE STUDENTS OF THE LONE GROVE SCHOOL 
ATTENDING FIELD TRIPS TO THE NOBLE FOUNDATION LONE GROVE AGRICULTURE 
EXPERIMENT FARM FOR THE YEAR OF 1956=1957 
.. Da· ;A 
"° 
~- 1>.0 I~ ~ I~ ~ School * I~ * i~ -~ -~ -~ 
r--- I:'-
!~ ~ z::-.. 8 t"'- ~ f;; l.t, ~ lJ"I I.!'\ ! ~r ~ ch i ,:!. ~ ~ Name Classification J iJ eA • ;:I '° .. ~ .J J, ~ ~ i 8 J J Total C .-I ~- d ~ ~ . i Ji ! @ 1 rl r-1 N ~ ,ct ~ c!i ~ .-I N ('I"\ C\l .-I r-1 r-i J r-1 J J 0 ~ I ~ ct ,J 1J .~ .Jt 1.Ji J, ~ r-1 .-I r-l r-l i'""I ,-I C\l 
,.. 
Dexter Bovd Senior y ;x V X X X :x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 23 
Don Coneland Senior y y y IY ,Y Y' 'x y Y' y X X X X X X X X X X X X X 23 
Jim Grav Senior X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 22 
Darwin Gothard Senior y y y Y' y :y X y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 22 
Garv Matthews Senior y X X X :x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 23 
Dale Trent Senior X X X X X X. X X X X X X X X X X --- X X .. X X X X 22 
Donnv fufins Junior IY X X X x X X X X X X X X X X. X X X 18 
Kenneth Hacker Junior X X Y' X X X X X X X X X X X X ., :x: .. X X X 19 -'•) 
Jerell Jov Junior X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X -- X - X X X 19 
Wav:ue Lamascus Junior X X X X X X X X X X X xx :ii I• ;,::; x~ X X X 18 
~Miller Junior X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x: - . ' X - ·X X X 19 
Jerrv Price Junior X X X X X X X X X X xx X XX, X .. X X X 19 
Dale Turner Junior xx X X X X X X X X xx xx X X 'X X X 1g 
Wavne Dobbs Junior X y xx xx X X xx xx x xx X' -x X X 19 
Kenneth Smith Junior y xx X Y' X. xx xx ~ 11 
Alvin Tankerslev Junior X X XX xx "'X 7 
Jackie Co12eland Sonhomore y y X y X X X X :x: xx ·X- X 13 
Cleaburn Gook Souhomore X X y X X X xx X xx .. y., xx 11.. 
James Cook Sonhomore . ""' v- V y ,e y X X X xx _.,, xx 13 -~ 
Harold .Gothard Scrohomore ,X T xx X X xx X ~ xx xx 13 
Bill Hatfield Sonhomore y V V y X X xx X X X xx 13 
Joe Bob Kelt:v Sonhomore X y xx X X xx X xx X xx 14 










Tro_yJ1orri.~ ___ i __ SophQmQre ___ . !xi !_xJ bdxi bd bd !xix! I bd I I l !xix Ix I lxbt! 14 
GI'~illike:n __ J _j3_o'QhQ.mol'.'e ___ bd !:id bdxi _!:id l:d ixlxl l i:id I i I bdxixl bd i 13 
Ronnie Roach ____ i ... S@homore bd lxi !x!xl l~l-il.LJxhtl_J__J~~j~l3 
Glen__Ilg_b_e_y ____ L __ S__m:ihomo_re _____ lx i _bf;_L_btl~lx1 _b:J_ btl~l J tx t _ ! . i I ix: !xix I ix Ix I 14 
Ed__YJ;l,.:rb~1'Q11_gli~~-J _ _SQbhomcx:r_e _____ l:tl_L:~.LJxtrl-1x;L!KLJxbtl _l _ [:ii; l_L l L _ l~ be lx:t ix: lx I _14 
Kenneth Keith I Sophomq:1.~e bd Ix! . lxW--1Kl-1:tl_klld_l__i~_Li _LlxLiliL!_L_L_12 
Ed ,Johnson ! Sophomore = · i I, ix :id I x xx x x x 8 
Glen Smith ! S onhomore x x x x xi ix ix x ! I x x x x x x ll- t 
LaI"rY B aurns ! Frel:lhmat'l _ _ _ __ _ :x: _ :;c ! Ix :id . I I x x " "x x 8 
Gordon Goo'_er_ 7~Fresh~n I ~- x xr ! xi x i x x 8 
Ja~k Donham Freshman x x xx x x xx 8 
Harold Hammett_ Freshman x x ,x x x, xx 8 
Sidnev Matthews Freshman xi I I x · · x x x! I x I · x x ! 8 
Richard Ma~ee Freshman x x xx x x xx 8 1 
David Norton Frsshma:n x x xx x x xx 8 
Gordie Nichols Freshman x x xx x x xx 8 
Charles Talefe:rro Freshman x x xx x x xx 8 
~ ~
Jimmv Turner Freshman x x xx x x xx 8 
Donny Word Freshman 'x x x x x x x xi 8 
Dlon Youni:r Freshman x x x. x x x x x 8 
Bill Lvons Freshrran x x xx x x xx 8 
Dale Sikes Freshman x x ,X, x x x x x 8 
Tom Carlton F~res:b.ma:n X X X X X X X X 8 1· 
John Rilev Freshman x . x · x .. - x /,. 







An Evaluation of the Educat::tonal Value of Field Trips Made 
to an Agricultur,al Experiment Station 
lo To determine how effeCltive field trips are to all=day 
studentso 
2o To determine the need for field trips to all=day stu-
dents of vocational agrfoulture 
3o To determine a satisfactory course of study to improve 
field tripso 
4o To promote more interest by utilizing outside 
instructorso 
56 
PROCEDUREg During the school year of 1956=1957J the vocational agri-
culture 0lass visited the Lone Grove experiment farm for 
scheduled field studieso These classes were tested on these 
field studies 9 and at the end of the year were tested as to 
the type and method of field trips that were most desiredo 
SCHEDULE A 
Interview Form 
Io General Information 
Name~-~ 
Classification =~~--==s1 .~U\tp.ber of years in agrim.lll ture=~~ 
Ile Survey of Individual Farm Interests 
Ao Check the problem or events that you liked best~ 
L Field trips_=~·~~= 




B.. Check the method that you like,d best in preparing for a field 
tripo 
lo Review of literature before field trip=~~=~=-~-== 
2o Review of literature before and after field trip=~~~~ 
Co Check instructor you prefer for field tripso 
L Vocational agrfoulture instruictor~== 2.,. Staff '='=~= 
D., How often should vocational agriculture classes take field 
trips? 
lo Once each week ___ ~ 2o Once each two weeks __ _ 
3 o Once each mont,h..._~~ 4o Twice each week __ 
Ee Check the enterprise or problem that you liked besto 
57 
L Annual summer legumes~~~ 2o Silage __ _ 3o Crop 
breedin0g __ ~ 4o Perennial summer legumes ___ _ 
5c Green manure fertilization ----~- 60 Feeding steers·~-~ 
7 o Winter pastures~= 80 Winter legumes~~ 
9o Pecans 
=-= 




F. Check the one you like besto 
lo Livestock enterprise~~~~- 2o Crop enterprise~~==*'> 
G. Check the following pastures that you like besto 
1., Fall'=-=-= 
4" Summer __ 
' \ ~,.,~. 
Ho Check the following as to the type of clearing timber that you 
like besto 
lo Airplane~ 2o Tree injer0tion'==~- 3o Bulldozer=-=--
4o Hand spray=== 
I. Check the following practices used at the Lone Grove Experiment 
Farm as to importance to livestock productiono 
1., Dry lot feeding..,= 2o Feeding silage~ 
3. '.B,'a.stures~ 4o Stilbestrol=~ 
J.. Check the following practices used at the Lone Grove Experiment 
Farm as to importance to crop production. 
L Annool summer legumes=~ 2o Silage~-= 3o Peren= 
nial summer legumes.~== 4o Sudan grass~~ 5o Fall 
grass=~= 
\ ___ ';:/ 
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